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THE IMPACT OF YWTT TRAINEES IN THEIR HOST SCHOOL
PATRICK SPRAKES, HEADTEACHER AT MALET LAMBERT
The founding of Yorkshire Wolds Teacher Training was an exciting prospect a few
years ago. With Alison Fletcher at the helm, it was always going to be a success,
but perhaps even Alison couldn’t have imagined how far the YWTT has come in
such a short period of time. Outstanding in every way.
I am the Headteacher at Malet Lambert School in East Hull and part of The
Education Alliance. Being a partner school of the YWTT has been hugely beneficial
for us over the last few years. Right from the off, when YWTT trainees step into
school, it is obvious that they have been well prepared, making that potentially
huge step seem a lot smaller. The ITT development sessions are crucial for
trainees and you can clearly see them having the confidence to put that theory
into practice in school, very early on.
Malet Lambert encourages its departments to accommodate YWTT trainees
where they possibly can. Trainees have often brought new ideas into school
and our pupils have benefitted from some excellent lessons and relationships.
In some cases, we have had relevant staff vacancies and have made some very
successful YWTT permanent appointments over the last few years.
Only last term, a previous YWTT trainee was promoted to Head of Geography
in only her third year of teaching. This, of course, is a reflection of her skill set
and hard work, but the ongoing support from YWTT, The Education Alliance and
Malet Lambert during her NQT and RQT years has also been crucial.
We will continue accepting as many YWTT trainees as possible into Malet Lambert in the coming years. I’d like to thank
Alison and her team for leading an excellent partnership, which we are proud to be a part of.

MY EXPERIENCE ON PLACEMENT AT NORTH CAVE C.E. PRIMARY SCHOOL
NICOLA BLAKE, YWTT PRIMARY TRAINEE
Walking into your first school, leading to your first classroom on that first morning
certainly qualifies for a stomach-churning moment. It’s no wonder that our
memories allow us to block out certain feelings. For we have all been through
this before; our first day at school!
Thinking back to my first placement day, I don’t know whether I was more nervous
at meeting (and making a good impression) on the children or the class teacher?
After all, you need to build a relationship with both, for different reasons, but
a relationship is intrinsic. Learning about the children not only gives them an
identity but also gives you an identity and a reason for being there. From the
moment that you do your first ‘spelling’ mistake live and hear a 9-year-old ask you
if that is the right spelling, to being beaten on the number version of Countdown
by a year 6, because you now know your class children, you also know that they
are laughing with you not at you. Everyone is learning. Then, you go remote!
Remote teaching – being a ‘Holly’ AI unit on the wall – really tests your identity
as a teacher. That relationship you have built with the class (adults and children
alike) is suddenly something entirely different. The challenge is not only planning;
differentiation; AFL and ‘dialogic talk’(!), but being and staying a part of that ‘group’.
You feel like the distant relative who is only invited for certain occasions and never
really witnesses the full result of the impact of that visit. Until that is, you return, in
person. To see the smiling faces again receive you back in their lives for real, then
you know teaching is really for you.

DIVERSITY PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE AT HORNSEA SCHOOL
DAISY ULLYOTT, YWTT MATHS TRAINEE
I completed my eight week diversity placement at Hornsea School – which I
thoroughly enjoyed! My first week consisted of a welcoming induction and then
observing different classes. After speaking with my mentor I was able to choose
which years I would like to teach – this allowed me to see a wide range of abilities
and ages.
As the programme is bespoke it was up to me how often I started teaching.
Initially I started with preparing and delivering starters, this was good to build up
confidence and get to know the classes. When beginning to plan lessons I had
support and then feedback on them. After every lesson I received feedback on
the five key areas: behaviour, pedagogy, curriculum assessment and professional
behaviour. This then provided a focus area in my next lesson to reflect and
improve on. The Friday training sessions further support my subject knowledge
and teaching skills and gives inspiration for my lessons.
By the end of my placement I was teaching three classes and had built a good
rapport with the students. Whilst these are strange times, I have great support
from my subject mentor, tutor and all at YWTT.

SPOTLIGHT ON DAVE NICHOLS
REMOTE LEARNING LEAD AND SUBJECT LEAD FOR GEOGRAPHY
Dave is part of the leadership group of the YWTT and he is both a subject mentor
and tutor group leader and plays an important part in the development of the
YWTT remote learning system. Dave didn’t always want to be a teacher, he
actually grew up wanting to be a Solicitor! Dave spent time working with various
law firms as work experience when he was at school and he really enjoyed the
challenge. As he grew older however, his focus was shifted by an inspirational
geography teacher - Mr Wynn at Driffield School who taught him for both GCSE
and A Level geography. Dave completed A levels in geography, English Literature,
history and general studies. Following his time in the Sixth Form, Dave undertook
a degree in geography and management, he was lucky enough to be lectured
and mentored by Richard Muir and Carenza Lewis (of Time Team fame). Dave
insists that they both pushed him to become a better geographer and gave him
a fantastic understanding of the landscape around us although Dave predictably
chose the "Yorkshire Landscapes" module at one point and believes that this is
the reason he likes to get away to walk in the Dales and Moors whenever he has
time even to this day!
Following university, Dave became a broker in the electronics industry working
from York. Whilst he enjoyed the job and it gave him valuable 'life experience' he
was continuously drawn to the teaching profession and very quickly applied to
do his PGCE at Leeds University. After completing this, he was appointed into his
first teaching role as a teacher of geography at South Hunsley School. Dave looks
back on the 10 years fondly and says “I was lucky enough to spend 10 years working with some fabulous staff and students
there” Dave Ieft South Hunsley School following a promotion to Head of Geography at The Snaith School. Since his move
from South Hunsley, Dave has been seconded into a number of positions including Head of Humanities, Affiliate Assistant
Head and presently is part of the SLT at The Snaith School.
When he isn’t in the classroom, Dave plays for the Grimethorpe Colliery Band and has played in brass bands for over 25
years. Through this, Dave has toured large areas of Europe and the world and play some of the most exciting venues and
events that the musical world has to offer. Last year he achieved number 1 in the album charts as part of the Children in Need
charity album. Dave actively supports a number of charities and has organised 12 charity concerts at both South Hunsley
School and The Snaith School to raise money for Cancer charities and school funds and am always looking to bring music
into my lessons wherever possible.
When asked if he enjoys his role, Dave replied with “I find the job as exciting and inspiring today as I did 16 years ago when I
first walked into a classroom. I love working with students on a day to day basis and watching their confidence grow as they
learn about the world around them. No day in teaching is ever the same and that keeps the job constantly fresh. I am lucky
to have worked with some amazing staff and I continue to aspire to achieve their levels of expertise.”
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